Requirements for level 2A:

Portfolio:
- 25 critiques (can have up to 5 extra)
- 20 comps (can have up to 5 extra)
- Biweekly formative evaluations

Focus on:
- Building routine
- 100% direct supervision to start, working towards a bit more independence at term end
- Understanding basic application (out-of-the-box thinking)
- Diagnostic, repeatable, or flawed images and how to differentiate

Keep in mind:
- They are also taking 2 courses online at any given time in the term (Rad Bio for the first half, then Pathology), plus an online applied critique course that runs the full term
- Applied critique is new to them at this point
- CompTracker is fairly new to them too
- Repetition and routine is very helpful here; they are told so much in so little time that we often need to repeat and redirect even if they were given the information before